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What's the
latest trend at
the moment?

‘’Sometimes, I have a lot of time for
Grow a Wish. Sometimes you have to
focus on your studies. It’s all about
prioritising the right thing at the right
moment.’’ 

This is Fabienne's experience as an

ambitious young female student

entrepreneur at the Erasmus University

Rotterdam. 

In this spotlight series, we shed light on

students’ entrepreneurial journey from

our programme! With the support of

Rotterdam School of Management and

our Talented Student Entrepreneur

Programme, we provide ambitious

students such as Fabienne professional

guidance and coaching in their startup

journey and provide study advice to

successfully graduate at the same time! In

this second story, Fabienne takes us

through her inspiring journey as a student

entrepreneur. 

Laulinda: Tell us what Grow a Wish is all
about. 
Fabienne: Grow a Wish is a growing card

company, and it is really a Social

Enterprise. What we actually do is design

cards, we have them printed on

sustainable growth paper from South

Africa. We sell those cards in more than

175 stores. But also, on our own webshop.

Besides that, we also do a lot of

personalised orders for a lot of companies.

Last year, we also started by sending

birthday cards to company employees. As

a social enterprise, we encourage people

to look out for each other and contribute

to themes like loneliness. So, we make

profit and contribute to society. 

Laulinda: Which countries do you operate
in? 
Fabienne: At this moment, we are

operating in the Netherlands but we also

sell to stores in Belgium France, and

Germany.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/fabienneoverbeek/
https://www.rsm.nl/
https://ece.nl/tsep/
https://www.growawish.nl/


Laulinda: Do you have more than one
supplier in South Africa? 
Fabienne: No, there is only one factory in

South Africa. There are not many

factories in the world that produces

growing paper. The factory in South

Africa is a special factory. They provide

jobs to more than 30 unschooled

women. They collect old paper from

local schools and businesses and then

recycle it, and make the paper by hand.

When that process is finished it comes to

the Netherlands. In Brabant, there is a

printing company we work with that

prints all the cards with the design. 

Laulinda: So the design comes from you

and they export the cards. And (clap) it

comes all together (everyone laughs).

Laulinda: Can you run through the
growing cards procedure step by step?
How do you grow your own cards? 
Fabienne: First you need to moisturise the

cards a little bit. And then you plant an

entire card in the soil. Just like with

normal seeds. Press it a bit down, 2-3

centimeters. Moisturise a little more. Then

you wait. Give it some love. It will grow. 

Laulinda: Patience. 

Fabienne: Yeah, be patient. 

 "Grow A Wish's mission is to

look out for each other and do

good for the world."

Laulinda: During your bachelor's time,
did you encounter problems? Juggling
the startup and your own study
programme? 
Fabienne: There was not a lot of time.

Sometimes Grow a Wish was really busy

and you also had a strict deadline. Most

problems are connected to planning. It’s

all about prioritising the right thing at the

right moment. Last year, I had more

people on my team and I could tell them:

“At this moment, I am really, really busy.

So, can you please help me out?”. If you

communicate that really transparently,

people are open and would love to help

you.

Laulinda: How did your environment
support your journey as an
entrepreneur? 
Fabienne: I feel like I have a lot of

support. At home, my parents are not

really entrepreneurs and my family at this

stage does not have any experience but

they are really supportive. They like what I

am doing, they are really proud of me. I

feel supported. In knowledge, the

university and Talented Student

Entrepreneur Programme really helped

me out to answer my questions.

Sometimes it is a bit difficult because of

my surroundings, my friends are not really

entrepreneurs and doing something

completely different in their lives. 

Laulinda: Yeah, I feel that, but you

managed (both laugh). I also think you are

inspiring your friend circle or your circle

around here, to be entrepreneurial. 

Fabienne: Yeah, thanks. 



Laulinda: So, I was thinking did you have
a role model who inspired you? 
Fabienne: At first when I started to Grow

A Wish, I went to the Young Lady

Business Academy. The Founder of

Young Lady Business Academy is Elske

Doets. She is also a successful female

entrepreneur. She founded this initiative

for young women to pursue their dreams

and their ambitions and created a

programme filled with speakers to inspire

you. I really admire that she is doing that.

Besides her, Eva Gouwens is also my role

model. She is the CEO of Fairphone and

was the first lady at Tony's Chocolonely.

Laulinda: Of course now I have to ask
you. What kind of role model do you
want to be? 
Fabienne: Yeah, that is difficult. I want to

be a role model that inspires other young

women to become more involved in

social entrepreneurship. It is a cool way

to give back and earn a living, for you and

everyone on the team. I think that is the

most beautiful thing to do. I also would

like to help people and learn from my

mistakes. 

Laulinda: You also said that you
contribute to decreasing loneliness in
the Netherlands. Can you tell us about
those projects? 
Fabienne: Last year, with Covid we

worked on this project. We actually had a

misprinting and we had over 1000 pieces

of paper left. It would be a waste to just

throw that away. Then I started cutting all

those cards, and gave them to a lot of

children, in the small village where I live.

We had 300 small drawings on the cards. 

There was a farm with people with

disabilities and they worked on this too.

They filled all the baskets with soil, the

cards, and the drawings on them. Then

we spread them to the health care

providers. They gave all the cards to the

lonely elderly. In 2 weeks, we made 300

people happier with our small gifts with

drawings on them from the kids of my

small village. 

Laulinda: Wow, that's so nice! How do
you come up with these projects? 
Fabienne: That is also a process from the

past two years. People came up with

social initiatives and we made a platform

out of it. So, we are also partnering up

with associations to create a platform for

volunteer work in combination with Grow

a Wish. If they have a project or we can

come up with projects together; we

create social value together. 

Katty: What plans do you have in store
for Grow A Wish, now that you are
working on it for a whole year? 
Fabienne: At this moment it is important

to position our company better. We are a

social enterprise but we are not really

communicating how we do that. E.g.

how much do we invest in the social

projects we do. I think that is very

important. Now we are changing our

business model towards the consumer

side, with our brand story and everything

around that. That is the most important

thing I will focus on this coming year.

When that is set, we can scale. 

https://www.ylba.nl/


Laulinda: Would you like to give our
readers, who are working on their
startups, advice? 
 

Always be transparent in

everything you do. If you have

difficulty with an order or a

difficult time, be as transparent

as you can.

Give all the information you have; this

way, you earn empathy from your clients.

Also, with your employees, if you are

transparent, they will also be transparent

with you. You can communicate clearly

with each other. You also build trust.

Fabienne: Now I feel like I have figured

out what way to go. It took a long time

and I learned a lot, every step contributed

to the next step. 

Laulinda: There is a saying: All roads lead

to heaven. Everything that you are doing

will lead in the right direction. Even if it

takes longer, you have the right tools now

to go where you want to go with Grow a

Wish. I wish you all the best. 

Fabienne: (laughing) Yeah, right? Thank

you so much for having me. 

Photo: Laulinda Massunda (Junior Project Coordinator
Erasmus Centre for Entrepreneurship), Fabienne
Overbeek (Founder of Grow a Wish)


